Gifts to the Library 1 August 2008 - 31 July 2009

Gifts from Fellows and former Fellows of the College and members of SCR

From John Broome:

From Thomas Charles-Edwards:

From Jaś Elsner:
Judith M. Barringer, Art, myth and ritual in classical Greece
Anthony Kaldellis, The Christian Parthenon: classicism and pilgrimage in Byzantine Athens
Arjan Zuiderhoek, The politics of munificence in the Roman Empire: citizens, elites and benefactors in Asia Minor

From Liz Fisher:
Administrative law in a changing state: essays in honour of Mark Aronson, edited by Linda Pearson, Carol Harlow and Michael Taggart, including an article by Liz Fisher

From Stephen Harrison:
Ancient narrative vol.3 (2003) to vol.7 (2009)
European Review vol. 16 no. 4 (October 2008), vol. 17, no. 1 (February 2009) and forthcoming issues
International journal of the classical tradition (forthcoming issues)
Transactions of the American Philological Association (v. 131, 2001 to v. 138, no. 2 autumn 2008 and forthcoming issues)
Trends in Classics vol.1, issue I (2009) and forthcoming issues
The Latin poetry of English poet, edited by J.W. Binns
Gherardo Gnoli, Il manicheismo, v.1-v.3
Horace : satires and epistles Edited by Kirk Freudenburg
Christine Perkell, Reading Virgil’s Aeneid: an interpretive guide
Petronius : a handbook, edited by Jonathan Prag & Ian Repath
Werner Riess, Paideia at play : learning and wit in Apuleius
Richard Symonds, Raising the ladder: further worthies and noteworthys of Corpus Christi College, Oxford

From Richard Loffthouse:
London war letters of a separated family 1940-1945 Compiled by Christine Vasser Tall

From Judith Maltby:
Scott Atran, In gods we trust : the evolutionary landscape of religion
Ralph Ellison's Invisible man : a casebook, edited by John F. Callahan
Blumhofer and Maria M. Chow
Caroline Castiglione, Patrons and adversaries: nobles and villagers in Italian politics, 1640-1760
Adam G. Cooper, The body in St. Maximus the Confessor : holy flesh, wholly deified
Cathy N. Davidson, *Revolution and the word: the rise of the novel in America*
C. Stephen Evans, *Kierkegaard's ethic of love: divine commands and moral Obligations*
Eric Foner, *Tom Paine and Revolutionary America*
Walter Wilson Gregg, *A list of English plays written before 1643 and printed before 1700* (Reprint (facsimile) of the 1900 ed.)
Freya Johnston, *Samuel Johnson and the art of sinking, 1709-1791*
Tanya Pollard, *Drugs and theater in early modern England*
Tariq Rahman, *Denizens of alien worlds: a study of education, inequality and polarization in Pakistan*

From Neil McLynn:
Christopher Kelly, *Attila the Hun: barbarian terror and the fall of the Roman Empire* 
Peter Watson and Cecilia Todeschini, *The Medici conspiracy: the illicit journey of looted antiquities, from Italy’s tomb raiders to the world’s greatest museums*

From Christopher Taylor:
*Omnibus* (Forthcoming issues)
*British Journal for the History of Philosophy* (Forthcoming issues)

From John Watts:
Michael Clark, *Albion and Jerusalem: the Anglo-Jewish community in the post-emancipation era, 1858-1887*
Nicholas Dew, *Orientalism in Louis XIV’s France*
Christopher Fletcher, *Richard II: manhood, youth, and politics, 1377-99*
John Gillingham, *The kingdom of Germany in the High Middle Ages (900-1200)*
Alexander Morrison, *Russian rule in Samarkand, 1868-1910: a comparison with British India*
Katrina Navickas, *Loyalism and radicalism in Lancashire, 1798-1815*

From John Watts, via his Tutorial Book Allowance account:
Mary Abbott, *History skills: a student’s handbook*
Andrew Boardman, *Towton: the bloodiest battle*
Angus Calder, *The myth of the Blitz*
William H. Coaldrake, *Architecture and authority in Japan*
Chris Cook, *A short history of the Liberal Party, 1900-2001*
Lesley A. Hall, *Sex, gender and social change in Britain since 1880*
I.G.C. Hutchison, *Scottish politics in the twentieth century*
Rosamund McKitterick, *Charlemagne: the formation of a European identity*
Jenni Nuttall, *The creation of Lancastrian kingship: literature, language and politics in late medieval England*
Francis Oakley, *The conciliarist tradition: constitutionalism in the Catholic Church, 1300-1870*
Hans Jacob Orning, *Unpredictability and presence: Norwegian kingship in the High Middle Ages*
Nick Smart, *The National government, 1931-4*
Ina Zweiniger-Bargielowska, *Women in twentieth-century Britain*

From Michael Winterbottom:
*Proceedings of the British Academy* vol. 153 *Biographical Memoirs of Fellows VII*

Gifts of own publications from Fellows, former Fellows and members of the SCR
From Jaś Elsner:
Philostratus, Edited by Ewen Bowie and Jaś Elsner (includes “A Protean corpus” by Jaś Elsner)

From Joseph Geiger:
Joseph Geiger, The first hall of fame: a study of the statues in the Forum Augustum

From Henry Hardy:
Isaiah Berlin & Wolfson College Edited by Henry Hardy, Kei Hiruta and Jennifer Holmes

From John Ma:
Interpreting the Athenian Empire Edited by John Ma, Nikolaos Papazarkadas and Robert Parker (includes “Empires, statuses and realities” and “Afterword: Whither the Athenian Empire?” by John Ma)

From Neil McLynn:
Neil B. McLynn, Ambrose of Milan: church and court in a Christian capital
A companion to late Antiquity Edited by Philip Rousseau ; with the assistance of Jutta Raithel (Includes “Pagans in a Christian empire” by Neil McLynn)

From P. J. Rhodes:
P. J. Rhodes, Athens in the fourth century B.C.

From Sir Keith Thomas:
Keith Thomas, The ends of life: roads to fulfilment in early modern England

From Rod Thomson:
R.M. Thomson, A descriptive catalogue of the medieval manuscripts of Merton College, Oxford; with a description of the Greek manuscripts by N.G. Wilson

From John Watts:
John Watts, The making of polities : Europe, 1300-1500

From Lucia Zedner:
Lucia Zedner, Security

Gifts from Old Members
From John Bannister:
John Bannister, Great whales

From Brian Edwards:
Surrey history, v.6:no.5 (2003), including Richard Muir, “General James Edward Oglethorpe”

From C.C.J. Forge:
John Forge, The responsible scientist: a philosophical inquiry

Bought with assistance from Adrian Hornsby:
The Chinese dream: a society under construction [original concept Neville Mars, text edited by: Adrian Hornsby; Chinese translations: Wen Haijing]

From Canon and Mrs A.T. Johnson:
C.D. Broad, Examination of McTaggart's philosophy
C.D. Broad, Sir Isaac Newton
C.D. Broad, War-thoughts in peace-time
W.F. Willson, An essay toward a philosophy of art

From Polly Low:
The Athenian empire Edited by Polly Low
Polly Low, Interstate relations in classical Greece : morality and power

From William Mitchell:
Thomas Aquinas, Summa theologica : ad emendationes editiones impressa et accuratissime recognita.

From Peter Pormann:

Islamic crosspollinations: interactions in the medieval Middle East Edited by Anna Akasoy, James E. Montgomery, and Peter E. Pormann.

Peter E. Pormann, Case notes and clinicians: Galen’s Commentary on the Hippocratic Epidemics in the Arabic tradition, offprint from Arabic sciences and philosophy, v.18 (2008)

Peter E. Pormann, Medisch Onderwijs in de Late Oudheid. Van Alexandrië naar Montpelier, in Geschiedenis der Geneeskunde, v.12:no.3, June 2008

Rufus of Ephesus, On melancholy, edited by Peter E. Pormann.

From Paul Quarrie:
37 titles from the Library of America series

From John F. Scott:

Alden's Oxford guide: with key plan of the university and city, and numerous engravings Originally compiled and annually revised by Edward C. Alden.

From Nicholas Thomas

Chambers, E. K. English literature at the close of the Middle Ages
Graves, Robert, Collected poems (1914-1947)
MacNeice, Louis, Collected poems, 1925-1948
Davies, W. H., Collected poems of W. H. Davies
Spenser, Edmund, The poetical works of Edmund Spenser
Wilson, F. P., Marlowe and the early Shakespeare
Kershaw, N., Anglo-Saxon and Norse poems
Williams, Charles, Arthurian torso: containing the posthumous fragment of The figure of Arthur
Kennedy, Charles W. The earliest English poetry: a critical survey of the poetry written before the Norman Conquest
Craig, Hardin, The enchanted glass: the Elizabethan mind in literature

From G.J. Toomer


From Anita Sherman:

Anita Gilman Sherman, Skepticism and memory in Shakespeare and Donne

From Steve Short:

Steve Short, The green grounds

Gifts from members of MCR and JCR

From Gregor Jotzu:

Sculpture: from antiquity to the present day, edited by Georges Duby and Jean-Luc Daval

From James McDaid:

Colin Crouch, Social change in Western Europe
Christopher S. Goto-Jones, Modern Japan: a very short introduction
The handbook of political sociology: states, civil societies, and Globalization, edited by Thomas Janoski et al
Geoffrey Alexander Jehle, Advanced microeconomic theory
Randall Peerenboom, China modernizes: threat to the West or model for the rest?
R. L. Sims, Japanese political history since the Meiji Renovation, 1868-2000
Peter Birch Sorensen, Introducing advanced macroeconomics: growth and business cycles
George Tsebelis, *Veto players: how political institutions work*

From Andrei Pesic:
Thráinn Eggertsson, *Economic behavior and institutions*

From Han Yu:
Hugo de Burgh, *China: friend or foe?*

**Other gifts**

From All Souls College Library:

From Maureen Almond:
Maureen Almond, *Chasing the ivy*

From Ashgate:
M.B. Parkes, *Their hands before our eyes: a closer look at scribes: the Lyell lectures delivered in the University of Oxford, 1999* [For the use of images CCC MS 67 fol. 179 and CCC MS 197 fol. 89v]

From James Binney:
James Binney & David Skinner, *The physics of quantum mechanics: an introduction*

From the Bodleian Library:
Seymour de Ricci, *English collectors of books & manuscripts (1530-1930): and their marks of ownership*  
*British book sale catalogues, 1676-1800: a union list*  
Compiled and edited by A.N.L. Munby and Lenore Coral

From Brian Buckley:
Margaret and Brian Buckley

From Chris Collard:
*Fragments. Oedipus-Chrysippus: other fragments* by Euripides  
Edited and translated by Christopher Collard and Martin Cropp

From Cliff Davies:
*Tutorial teaching at Wadham: a history*, edited by Cliff Davies and Jane Garnett

From Edipuglia Publisher (Bari):
Dracontius, Blossius Aemilius, *Orestis tragoedia*, a cura di Antonino Grillone

From the Flemish-Netherlands Foundation:
*The Low Countries: arts and society in Flanders and the Netherlands: a yearbook*, vol. 17

From the Hampshire Archives Trust, with thanks to the Archivist:
Mark Page, *The Medieval Bishops of Winchester: estate, archive and administration*  
Nicholas Riall, *Henry of Blois, Bishop of Winchester: a patron of the twelfth century Renaissance*

From the Indian Institute Library:
*The Oxford India anthology of modern Urdu literature: poetry and prose miscellany*  
Edited by Mehr Afshan Farooqi

From David Leake:
John Cowper Powys, *Wolf Solent*

From Merton College:
Alan Bott, *Baptisms and marriages at Merton College: transcribed from the registers of St. John the Baptist's Church, Oxford, the College Chapel*

From Merton College Library:
*A centenary guide to the publications of the Seldon Society*
Readings and moots at the inns of court in the fifteenth century, Seldon Society 71 &c

Year books of Edward II. 14 Michaelmas 1320, Seldon Society 104
English lawsuits from William I to Richard I, Seldon Society 107
Hale and Fleetwood on admiralty jurisdiction, Seldon Society 108
Reports from the lost notebooks of Sir James Dyer, Seldon Society 109-110
The earliest English law reports, Seldon Society 111-112
John Spelman’s reading on quo warranto, Seldon Society 113
Reports of cases by John Carryll, Seldon Society 115-116

From Seamus Perry:
Shakespeare Studies vols. 44-45 (2006-2007) published by The Shakespeare Society of Japan

From Andrew Pettegree:
French vernacular books: books published in the French language before 1601 – concordance of the copies in Corpus Christi College Library Edited by Andrew Pettegree, Malcolm Walsby and Alexander Wilkinson

From Stefan Rebenich:
Stefan Rebenich, Jerome (Early church fathers series)
Stefan Rebenich, Theodor Mommsen : eine Biographie
Xenophon, Die Verfassung der Spartaner = Xenophontos lakedaimonion politeia Herausgegeben, übersetzt und erläutert von Stefan Rebenich.

From St. Peter’s College Library:
John Charmley, Splendid isolation?: Britain, the balance of power and the origins of the First World War
The Europa world of learning, 2 vols, 57th ed (2007)
Paul Guyer, Kant’s Groundwork of the metaphysics of morals: critical essays
Sudipta Kaviraj, Civil society: history and possibilities
Dominic Sandbrook, White heat: a history of Britain in the swinging sixties
Geoffrey Underwood, The Oxford guide to the mind

From Michael Sharp:
Andrew Wallace-Hadrill, Rome's cultural revolution

From Trinity College Library:
James Warren, Facing death: Epicurus and his critics

From Julian Wilmot Wynne:
Julian Wilmot Wynne, Jane Austen and Sigmund Freud: an interpretation, Jane Austen and Sigmund Freud: an interpretation

The Corpus Association made a very generous donation of £1,500 to the Library to buy books by or about Old Members. Twenty-three titles (at a cost of £427.47) were bought in 2008-09, and more are on order.

Lastly, from the Lee Foundation:

The annual book fund supporting the purchase of 663 books

This was the seventh and final year of annual donation, thanks to the generosity of Mr S.T. Lee